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Ljubljana appears to be the perfect manifesto of an environmentally 
sustainable city. It has been proclamed “European Green Capital 
for 2016”, by the EU Commission and his celebrating its new soul 
with events and ambitious projects.

With its 287,000 inhabitants, has suddenly become a model for 
all the medium-sized cities in Europe. A kind of lab which has 
to be watched carefully both in terms of intervention speed and 
technologic capabilities for urban environmental protection.

More than a third of urban land is covered by woods in which it 
is absolutely forbidden to build anything. In the Old Town in 
recent years at least five public parks have been renovated – 
transforming degraded areas in new cultural and artistic centres, 
while a fleet of brand new electric buses and taxis are mixing up 
with bike sharing and skate runners, in a city centre which is 
totally engine free. Moreover, the entire process of recycling 
is aiming at an extraordinary zero waste goal, unprecedented in 
the whole Europe.



Tromostovje (triple bridge), 
Presernov square and Franciskanska 
Cerkev (franciscan church): only 
pedestrians and bikers are allowed 
in downtown Ljubljana



the artificial “green 
wall” outside Town Hall



Waste collection system in downtown Ljubljana



the electric funicular to The Castle



Ljubljana old town from  
Ljubljanski Grad (the Castle)



“Urban” (the new electric 
train) and “Kavalir” (electric 

taxi) on Presernov square



“Svetlobna Gverila” (“lighting 
guerrilla”) international art 
festival, 2016 edition dediceted 
to nature and technology



Sailing along Ljubljanica river



“Svetlobna Gverila” (“lighting 
guerrilla”) international art 

festival, 2016 edition dediceted 
to nature and technology



Happy hour at Adamic 
Lundrovo nabrezje



National Geographic 
exhibition at Tivoli parka



Photo set at The Castle, 
advertising Ljubljana



Ljubljana castle and the old town



downtown Ljubljana
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